
 

 

 



Elements of the Crown Chakra               © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

Sanskrit Name: Sahasrara -
    (Meaning) thousand fold

Purpose: Understanding

Issues: Transcendence, Immanence, Belief systems, Higher Power

Wisdom, knowledge, consciousness, Divinity, Union Vision

Physical location: Cerebral Cortex Top of the Cranium

Sense Organ /Sense: Right Eye

Energizing Colour:              Violet or White

Symbol:            There are 1,000 lotus petals representing the infinite. In the center of this 

lotus symbol is the full moon.

Element:             Thought

Force:               Enlightenment

Central Issue: Awareness, spiritual search for meaning, issues of karma and grace, grace

bank account, spiritual awakening, divine discontent

Developmental Stage: Early Adulthood & after

Developmental Tasks: Assimilation of Knowledge

Development of Wisdom

Identity: Universal

Orientation: Self Knowledge

Rights: To Know & to Learn

Primary Truths: Detachment from illusion; an essential element in obtaining super mental 

consciousness of the truth that one is all and all is one.

a quality of trust that eclipses ordinary human fears

Faith in the presence of the Divine, and in all that faith represents 

represents within one's life - such as inner guidance, insight into healing

 devotion

Foods: Blackberries, purple grapes, garlic/fasting
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Spiritual Elements - Crown Cahkra                                                   © Abundant Life Solutions - Masterclass              © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

Key Note (Vocalizing): B Tone: EEE

Sacred Sound: None

Seed Sounds All pure sounds from AH to Ksha including all vowels & constantans

of the Petals - Bija: of the Sanskrit language

Carrier of the Seed The motion of Bindu, the dot above the crescent

Sound:

Spiritual Lesson: Spirituality, living in the NOW

Crystals:           Amethyst

promotes spiritual wisdom and intuition. It also enhances memory

and improves motivation. Ideal for meditation and enhancing psychic abilities.

Clear Quartz

meditation, fills the aura and chakras with light and heals the etheric.

 Promotes spiritual expansion

Diamond

to help in stimulating spirituality and far sightedness. Keeps negativity away.

White chalcedony

Assists thought transmission & Telepathy, brings the mind , body

emotions & spirit into harmony

Moss agate

new beginnings & release of blockages or spiritual fetters

Goddesses: Nuit        Egyptian - gateway between heaven and earth. Her body arches

over the earth into the skies, while her hands and feet connect to the earth,

thus forming the gateway

Hecate Greek - walks between the seen and unseen world but resides in neither

The Crone Goddess and bringer of wisdom

 Inanna Sumerian - teaches us to stand firm, eyes focuses on the end true goal,

ultimately leading us to a state of wisdom

Holy Father Holy Mother Paramashiva (union of the Shakti and Shiva).

Gods: Thoth Egyptian instructs us in the making of magic to improve our own lives and 

 the lives of others. This essence heals any fragmentation or disorder 

in our energy fields and is very helpful for use during soul retrievals.

Zues Greek teaches us how to live our will with the will of the Divine, and taking

responsibility for the results that occur from directing our will. 
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Ra Egyptian lluminates our consciousness, shining a bright light on issues

that have been shrouded in fog. This is also the essence of healthy self-

esteem dignity, and belief that one's life has Divine purpose.

Demon: Attachment

Animal: The Risen Serpent

Incenses: 

Use when meditating on Lotus

strengthening the Base Is used for inner peace, purification and outer harmony, to 

Charka  aid meditation and open the mind's eye.  

Gotu kola

Burn small amount prior to (but not during) meditation

 Lavender

The high-altitude energy of Lavender awakens us and makes us more 

attentive to our spiritual path.

 Sage

One of the most sacred herbs among Native Americans. Used to purify the

mind, body and spirit before prayer, meditation, ritual or ceremony. Also

used to purify sacred items such as pipes, magical tools, tarot decks and 

eagle feathers.

Inner State: Bliss

Metal: Gold

The pure frequency of gold removes blockages, both etheric and physical

When etheric blockages are removed, higher states of consciousness

often experienced because these blockages were interfering with the natural 

flow of energy throughout the body. When our energy centers are vibrating 

without interference, Universal Light energy enters our body  and we 

experience life from a higher perspective and a more balanced reality.

Planets: Uranus

                has ruler-ship over all that we have yet to attain as personas in the realm 

                of mind, desire and body - Soul and Spirit

Essential Oils Cinnamon Psychic awareness,

for burning or in

carrier oils as a Cloves Produce spiritual vibrations

perfume or massage

oil Frankincense

opens the consciousness to make contact with the Divine;

creates an atmosphere conducive for prayer and meditation
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Essential Oils  Neroli

assists to remove energy blockages. It brings our awareness to the present

moment and promotes communication with the spiritual world.

Peppermint

Purifies. Attracts positive energies. Eliminates static and "cobwebs" from

 the aura, and mind

Always check suitability of oils vibration if pregnant

Herbs - Healing

Use only under the Nutmeg

direction of a herbalist Calms the mind and body therefore it is good for insomnia. Brings visions

when ingesting or if Honeysuckle

pregnant or on young Awakens the crown and brow chakras, bringing psychic awareness. Induces 

children prophetic dreams and assists one to let go of the past.

Fennel

encouraging, supports communication

 

Herbs - Wicca Benzoin:

Awakens higher mindedness Encourages confidence and empowerment. 

Calms and sedates the mind and emotions.

Cinnamon

Psychic awareness,

Davana Flower 

balance energy, spiritual insight
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Structure of the Crown Charka –               © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

This is the highest vibrating chakra and is considered the closest link to the soul

Open and Balanced: 
one’s spiritual connection to the universe, meeting place between the Divine & human consciousness
open to all

An open crown chakra allows access to the infinite, divine inspiration, nirvana and detachment from illusion. 

If the other chakras are open as well, a person is able to fully manifest, express, and live a life that is beyond compare

Balanced: Ability to perceive, analyze & assimilate information

Intelligent

Thoughtful

Open-minded

Able to question

Spiritually connected

Wisdom & mastery

Broad understanding

Generates devotion

Ethics & courage

Values

Humanitarianism

Charismatic personality, 

Overactive: A charka can be depleted and over activated at the same time

Over intellectualization

Spiritual addiction

Confusion

Dissociations of others

Psychotic

Under Activated or Blocked

Spiritual cynicism

Learning difficulties

Rigid belief systems

Apathy

Excess in the lower chakras - materialism, greed, domination of others
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Physical Factors  Crown Chakra     © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

Physical identity, oriented to Self-knowledge                                                                      

relates to consciousness as pure awareness. It is our connection to the  greater world beyond,

to a timeless, spaceless place of all-knowing. When developed, this chakra brings us knowledge, wisdom,

understanding spiritual connection, and bliss.

Governing Functions Upper Brain, cerebral cortex

of Crown Chakra Right eye

on the Physical body Central Nervous system

Muscular system

Skin

Gland: Pineal

Diseases associated Coma

with physical Migraines

malfunction: Brain Tumors

Amnesia

Cognitive delusions

Paralysis, 

Genetic disorders

Bone cancer

Multiple sclerosis.

Sensitivity to pollutants

Chronic exhaustion

Epilepsy

Alzheimer's

Schizophrenia, 

Lack of concentration
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Psychological Factors - Crown Chakra  © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

If a person has a blocked crown chakra, the last thing on his mind is his spirituality. 

This is the atheist who believes his life snuffs out the moment he dies

This is not to imply that this person does not have ethics or morality—simply that his life is 

limited to physical and mental perceptions only. 

Psychological attributes of a strong balanced Crown Chakra
inspirational and prophetic thoughts

transcendent ideas

mystical connections
Ability to trust life

Psychological affects of a weak, congested or depleted Crown Chakra:
A feeling of alienation from others

Condemnation. 

Psychotic

Manic-depressive tendencies

Frustration 

Fears of spiritual abandonment, loss of identity

and loss of connection with life and people around us

Self Absorption

Depression

Confusion

Obsessional behavior

Traumas & Abuses

Withheld information

Education that thwarts curiosity

Forced religiosity

Invalidation of one's beliefs

Traumas & Abuses
Blind obedience (No right to question or think for oneself)

Misinformation

Lies

Spiritual abuse
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 Crown Chakra 

Physical 

List any condition you presently have  

Psychological 

Look at your numbers and see what negatives aspects you 

may be  using that are vibrationally affecting the energy flow 

in the Crown chakra. List below 


